Bmw tow hitch

Your brand new boat. Your daughter's prized Quarter Horse. An RV turned
home-away-from-home. What you tow matters. What you tow it with does, too. The history of
the Turnoverball Gooseneck Hitch as told by co-creator, Joe Works, and why it's still the best
gooseneck towing option. Learn where your hitch is made, how we got started, and why we're
committed to 'Made in America. Only the closest dealers are listed. For other dealer information,
please call our Sales Office at Skip to main content. What You Tow Your brand new boat.
Gooseneck Towing Featuring the Turnoverball, the 1 selling gooseneck hitch in America. View
Products. About Us Learn where your hitch is made, how we got started, and why we're
committed to 'Made in America. Motorcycle Trailering. Ditch The Straps! Gooseneck Towing.
Fifth Wheel Towing. Bumper Towing. Fifth Wheel. Towing Help Look up your vehicle's tow
rating by hitch type. Gooseneck Towing Help. Fifth Wheel Towing Help. Bumper Towing Help.
Guides and Video Tutorials Not a towing genius? We've got you covered. The combo package is
the rack price plus our discounted conversion kit cost. The same vehicle specific cross beam
and vertical latching mechanism is used on both packages - meaning that you can upgrade to
towing later by purchasing a conversion kit. Installation Instructions. Operating Instructions.
Frequently Asked Questions. The combination of a stainless steel latch block and powder coat
finish provides excellent rust protection allowing you to enjoy your eco-adventures and not
worry about the function of your hitch. Stealth Hitches offers a rack only package and a combo
package with tow and rack options. A wiring harness is not required if rack connections are the
customers only application. When inserted into the stainless-steel receiver block, a tight
connection is created to the vehicle frame, eliminating the jerking and banging associated with
square tube receivers type hitches during starts and stops. This solid connection creates less
wear and tear on the vehicle transmission and is a more pleasurable ride for the passengers.
Our "Stealth" wiring harness and controller is specifically designed to monitor and duplicate the
tail light functions. Drawing current from the tail light circuits can cause vehicle faults,
especially on European vehicles. Our controller draws current directly from the battery to
eliminate this issue. For vehicles with numerous trailer lights, Stealth harnesses are designed to
increase the current capacity from the typical 5-amp solid state limitation to a full 20 amps. This
is my 2nd stealth hitch after I changed cars so needed a new one. Recommend them for anyone.
Just wish they made one for everycar. Stealth Hitches - Had a great experience - very
responsive to technical questions, ordered online, delivered on time - fits vehicle as described,
great product - exceeded expectations - would highly recommend this product. The customer
service staff has been great to work with during the whole ordering process. Definitely would
recommend to family and friends when considering this great option, i promise you wont be
disappointed. Very happy with my stealth hitch. Installed smoothly, only company that makes
them for this car! Just had the hitch installed and I love it, the vehicle still looks great with it not
in use. Very happy with this purchase. Search By Year, Make and Model. Honda Pilot Gen 3 Current. Jeep Grand Cherokee - Jaguar Jaguar F-Pace - Present. Tesla Model 3. Chevy Bolt Present. Hyundai Palisade - Present. Range Rover Velar Present. Shop Rack Receivers Rack
Receivers. Add to Cart. The combo package includes everything the rack package offers plus all
components needed for towing. What's Included Rack Package What's included in the rack
package? Combo Package What's included in the combo package? Easy To Use Auto-latching
with integrated lock. Safer Crumple Zones protected. Maintains Clearance No parts underneath
vehicle. Customer Reviews. Customer Photos. Reviews Questions. Title of Review. How was
your overall experience? Thank you for submitting a review! Your input is very much
appreciated. Share it with your friends so they can enjoy it too! Facebook Twitter. Clear filters.
More Filters. United States. The only hitch that should be on your car. Was this helpful? Stealth
Hitches - Fantastic Product. Installation Instructions Operating Instructions. What about taking
your favorite bike along? Or do you want your family and friends to accompany you? None of
the things listed above will fit into the BMW 7-series. All you need to do is to extend the cargo
capacity of your vehicle in some way. The most advanced and comfortable way out is a trailer.
Luckily, the BMW 7-series is technically suitable to drag a trailer around but the owner should
take care of the junction mechanism between the vehicle and the trailer. That is what the BMW
7-series trailer hitches are for. Are you curious why a trailer hitch is such a big deal? The
answer lies in the diversity of trailers available for different purposes. A class I trailer carrying a
lbs heavy motorcycle is quite different from a class II trailer that will allow you to attach a small
house to your BMW 7-series. Useful articles fast to read and guides easy to understand written
by mechanics and car enthusiasts to turn your shopping experience with CARiD into a pleasure.
Includes a loaded ball mount with 2" trailer ball, hitch lock, hitch tube cover, pin and clip. The
towing Curt Inc. Tow in comfort and safety with the proper gear, and make your life easier
around the Controls all brake settings with a simple push-button rotary knob Easily accessible
manual override with the press of a button. When it comes to ball mounts, a CURT loaded ball

mount is the complete package. These stingers Transform your vehicle into a reliable
load-hauling machine by installing this superior trailer hitch. With this product that is made
utilizing only the Easily bolts together for quick assembly Frees up cargo space inside your
vehicle. If you are replacing a broken coupler on your trailer or installing a new one on a trailer
you are building, CURT has dependable couplers you can trust to keep your tow load Precisely
welded for a perfect fit and function Subjected to industry-leading safety and performance
testing. Features three welded trailer balls and a tow hook on a solid shank. CURT specialty ball
mounts are a group of exceptional towing products, built to succeed where Precisely welded for
a perfect fit and function Engineered, fabricated, and welded in the USA. Capacity: lbs. There is
nothing like camping in an RV. The home-away-from-home comfort, mixed with the freedom to
explore the outdoors, makes it an Provides a secure mounting point for dinghy towing
Twist-lock attachment tabs for easy installation and removal as needed. Curt has everything
you need to set up your car or truck to tow, starting with CURT hitches and accessories. Tow in
comfort and safety with the proper gear, and make your life easier Can be mounted at various
angles on your vehicle's dash Comes with a digital display that shows output settings. Fits 2"
couplers. Out of the monotony comes one name that rises above all others. CURT trailer balls
are designed for strength, ease of use and, ultimately, to get you to your destination For any
and all types of trailers with electric trailer brakes, a CURT breakaway kit provides you with the
equipment you need to be prepared. CURT offers three different complete Includes a built-in
charger to refuel the breakaway battery LED lights indicate a good charge, battery charging, or
low battery. Finish: Black Powder Coat. Flat-towing is the preferred method for towing a dinghy
vehicle Light-weight, only 31 lbs Arms adjust from 26" to 41" for universal fit. Designed with
precision and functionality in mind this top-notch ball mount by Weigh Safe is perfect for your
towing needs. This product is manufactured from sturdy Ball Hole: 1". Features an extra tab to
accept a sway control trailer ball. When it CURT class 2 ball mounts are designed to be fast,
easy and reliable for your light-duty or standard-duty towing needs. Limited 5-Year Warranty.
Strong in both static and dynamic loading conditions Easiest to use. If you own multiple trailers
or frequently tow a variety of loads, you know how much time and money are spent tailoring
your towing system to each and every individual trailer. Warranty: Limited 5 Years. Provides
extra cargo capacity, using vehicle hitch Ideal for camping, tailgating and road trips. Tow your
vehicle securely behind your RV with this lightweight, rust-resistant aluminum tow bar. Hookup
is a snap, even on unlevel ground, thanks to the Class III tow bar, for use with towed vehicles up
to 5, lbs Easy-folding, self-aligning, self-storing tow bar mounts to vehicle base plate. These ball
mounts fit an industry-standard receiver hitch mount. Simply choose the correct-rated and
correct-sized ball to match. Shank Length: 11" or 12". Offers a ball mount tongue with two
shank Heavy duty construction with high sides New extended shank to fit more vehicles Folds
against vehicle for better fuel economy. Shank Length: 10". These ball mounts fit an
industry-standard receiver hitch mount Warranty: Limited Lifetime. Pintle hook trailer hitches
are popular on construction, agricultural and military trailers. You can either bolt a pintle hook
hitch to your truck's Shank Length: 12". Offers two ball sizes, two shank lengths and multiple
height These stingers come with all necessary towing components and are pre-fitted Designed
with precision and functionality in mind this top-notch ball mount The job of a hitch pin is
incredibly important in towing, and for this reason, CURT hitch pins and clips are made to be of
the utmost quality, providing you with reliable security for your trailer and Secures with the
included clip Subjected to industry-leading safety and performance testing. At CURT, we think
your towing equipment should never be the limiting factor. If your trailer has the tonnage and
your truck has the muscle, then nothing should stand Shank can be flipped to allow for a
flexible drop or rise Precisely welded for a perfect fit and function. Make your tow vehicle and
trailer more secure by keeping them locked up tight with a CURT hitch lock and coupler lock.
Like a hitch pin and clip, a hitch lock is designed to insert into the Next AP Products. Bearing
Buddy. Blue Ox. Bolt Lock. Doleco USA. Eurosport Daytona. GEN-Y Hitch. Hopkins Towing.
Husky Towing. Pacific Cargo Control. A coupler is the metal piece that physically connects your
trailer to the tow vehicle. Even the smallest of trailers needs the assistance of a jack to get the
trailer tongue raised off the hitch ball, or vice versa - especially if you hitch up and drop If your
trailer has sat for a length of time without being used, things may look alright on the outside to
the naked eye. This is the year you got serious about your trailering set-up. We have been
extolling the virtues of our lineup of trailer hitches and hitch accessories for quite some time
now. If you have reviewed our extensive array in our When it comes to "electricity", many
people are either scared silly of it, or run the other way rather than try to learn about it. Since it
is a powerful force, it At CARiD, we understand that owning a boat is about passion. It involves
an appreciation for the vessel itself no matter how large or small, and the satisfaction that
Vacationing by motorhome continues to grow in popularity. Look at the advantages: no need to

rent a hotel room night after night. If you have children, your hotel room Trailer hitches are not
just for pulling trailers. At CARiD, we have seen more than our fair share of customers who have
purchased a receiver hitch even though they do BMW 7-Series Models. Popular Searches. The
lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where
packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless
the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an
unprinted box or plastic bag. See details for additional description. Skip to main content. The
listing you're looking for has ended. View original item. Sell one like this. We found something
similar. About this product. Brand new: Lowest price The lowest-priced brand-new, unused,
unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. See details
for delivery est. The plug features an integrated lanyard that fits snuggly around the hitch tube
allowing the plug to remain attached even when tow hitch is in use. Buy It Now. Add to cart.
About this product Product Identifiers Brand. Show More Show Less. No ratings or reviews yet
No ratings or reviews yet. Be the first to write a review. You may also like. Equalizer Hitches
Towing Systems. Trailer Wirings Towing Systems. Be the first to write a review About this
product. Install a trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing
capabilities. Your hitch system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. To find your
hitch system rating, compare ratings of your hitch, hitch ball and ball mount as shown below.
Your hitch system rating is the lowest rating among those parts. Your hitch's maximum tow
weight rating can usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Your can find your hitch ball
rating on the top of the ball, or around the base of the shank. The rating for your ball mount is
usually on a label on the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. Missing
a part? Want to upgrade? Not sure what you need? Buy any of the parts above online or
schedule a hitch system installation or free towing inspection at a U-Haul location near you.
Please consider the condition of your Tow Vehicle. The vehicle information you have entered
has triggered this alert. If you are planning to tow a trailer, for use over any distance, you
should consider the condition of your tow vehicle. Towing a trailer can be demanding on some
older vehicles, depending upon their condition. Have questions or need help? Chat live with a
moving expert. Thank you for chatting with us today! We are always looking to improve our
service. Your opinions and feedback are very important to us! Please help us with a review of
your recent experience. The following survey should take you no longer than 60 seconds to
complete. In-Store Pickup Savings! When you pick up your order instead of shipping it to your
home, you may see additional savings as some products will be priced lower for in-store
pickup. Yes, We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. Trailer Hitches Install a trailer hitch
on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Year Choose Make
Choose Model Choose Features Choose Specify Cargo. Top Style Choose Hard Top Soft Top.
Not Permitted. Bumper Choose Finding your hitch system rating Your hitch system is only as
strong as its lowest-rated component. Hitch rating Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can
usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Hitch ball rating Your can find your hitch ball
rating on the top of the ball, or around the base of the shank. Ball mount rating The rating for
your ball mount is usually on a label on the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into
your receiver. We've got you covered Missing a part? Choose a delivery option Install at a
U-Haul Ship products to me. Installation Date Installation Date. Find Hitches. Account Sign In.
Rate Experience. As Venice was wide known for its reliable and fast trade vessels, BMW is
famous for its comfortable vehicles for long journeys. Another factor that will make a long
journey enjoyable is a group of friends or relatives traveling with you. The BMW family generally
offers enough place to take some passengers along but you if you need more than there is
available, you always have an option to extend the passenger and cargo capacity with a
spacious trailer. The BMW vehicles are capable of dragging a heavy trailer around, but you need
to take the laws of physics into account and get a reliable BMW trailer hitch to make sure your
BMW accelerates, breaks, turns left and right the same way as it does without additional weight.
There is an important parameter that engineers build the vehicle systems around â€” center of
weight. With a trailer attached to the rear of a BMW the center is shifted â€” a quality BMW
trailer hitch keeps the vehicle under your total and precise control. Useful articles fast to read
and guides easy to understand written by mechanics and car enthusiasts to turn your shopping
experience with CARiD into a pleasure. Includes a loaded ball mount with 2" trailer ball, hitch
lock, hitch tube cover, pin and clip. The towing A sturdy hitch from Draw-Tite is engineered and
built from the ground up to fit your vehicle perfectly, and allows you to tow safely and easily.
Curt Inc. Tow in comfort and safety with the proper gear, and make your life easier around the
Controls all brake settings with a simple push-button rotary knob Easily accessible manual
override with the press of a button. When it comes to ball mounts, a CURT loaded ball mount is
the complete package. These stingers Transform your vehicle into a reliable load-hauling

machine by installing this superior trailer hitch. With this product that is made utilizing only the
Easily bolts together for quick assembly Frees up cargo space inside your vehicle. Includes
trailer ball, sway control unit and installation hardware. The CURT weight distribution hitch is a
specialized towing Easy-to-operate snap-up brackets allow for easy leveraging of spring bars
Heavy-duty, fabricated head can be adjusted for precise leveling. If you are replacing a broken
coupler on your trailer or installing a new one on a trailer you are building, CURT has
dependable couplers you can trust to keep your tow load Precisely welded for a perfect fit and
function Subjected to industry-leading safety and performance testing. Features three welded
trailer balls and a tow hook on a solid shank. CURT specialty ball mounts are a group of
exceptional towing products, built to succeed where Precisely welded for a perfect fit and
function Engineered, fabricated, and welded in the USA. Capacity: lbs. There is nothing like
camping in an RV. The home-away-from-home comfort, mixed with the freedom to explore the
outdoors, makes it an Provides a secure mounting point for dinghy towing Twist-lock
attachment tabs for easy installation and removal as needed. Wire up your tow vehicle and
trailer with whatever it takes to get your trailer lights on, the electric brakes slowing down, and
the trailer battery charging. From simple wiring connectors, to connectors Plug and Play
T-harnesses to connect to vehicle wiring Trailer wiring connectors, for both truck and trailer.
Curt has everything you need to set up your car or truck to tow, starting with CURT hitches and
accessories. Tow in comfort and safety with the proper gear, and make your life easier Can be
mounted at various angles on your vehicle's dash Comes with a digital display that shows
output settings. Fits 2" couplers. Out of the monotony comes one name that rises above all
others. CURT trailer balls are designed for strength, ease of use and, ultimately, to get you to
your destination For any and all types of trailers with electric trailer brakes, a CURT breakaway
kit provides you with the equipment you need to be prepared. CURT offers three different
complete Includes a built-in charger to refuel the breakaway battery LED lights indicate a good
charge, battery charging, or low battery. This superior product is perfect to make your trailer
towing experience safe and convenient. Designed to meet the highest quality standards, it is
second to none in durability Raised hitch ball platform eliminates the need for raised hitch balls
Easy-to-use serrated washers for head adjustment. Finish: Black Powder Coat. Flat-towing is
the preferred method for towing a dinghy vehicle Light-weight, only 31 lbs Arms adjust from 26"
to 41" for universal fit. Designed with precision and functionality in mind this top-notch ball
mount by Weigh Safe is perfect for your towing needs. This product is manufactured from
sturdy Ball Hole: 1". Features an extra tab to accept a sway control trailer ball. When it Given its
24" width Fits any vehicle with a standard 2" receiver hitch. Made in very limited quantities.
Made from extruded aluminum and top off with a skid resistant top. This product is made of
Made from the highest quality materials Delivers exceptional durability and wear resistance.
CURT class 2 ball mounts are designed to be fast, easy and reliable for your light-duty or
standard-duty towing needs. Limited 5-Year Warranty. Strong in both static and dynamic
loading conditions Easiest to use. If you own multiple trailers or frequently tow a variety of
loads, you know how much time and money are spent tailoring your towing system to each and
every individual trailer. Warranty: Limited 5 Years. Provides extra cargo capacity, using vehicle
hitch Ideal for camping, tailgating and road trips. Includes a removable adaptor. Bully
Adjustable Tailgate is designed to provide easy accessibility into the vehicle. This tailgate
features collapsible design which Tow your vehicle securely behind your RV with this
lightweight, rust-resistant aluminum tow bar. Hookup is a snap, even on unlevel ground, thanks
to the Class III tow bar, for use with towed vehicles up to 5, lbs Easy-folding, self-aligning,
self-storing tow bar mounts to vehicle base plate. These ball mounts fit an industry-standard
receiver hitch mount. Simply choose the correct-rated and correct-sized ball to match. Shank
Length: 11" or 12". Offers a ball mount tongue with two shank Heavy duty construction with
high sides New extended shank to fit more vehicles Folds against vehicle for better fuel
economy. Next AP Products. Ba Products. Blue Ox. Doleco USA. Extreme Max. GEN-Y Hitch.
Hopkins Towing. Husky Towing. Pit Posse. Pro Series. A coupler is the metal piece that
physically connects your trailer to the tow vehicle. Even the smallest of trailers needs the
assistance of a jack to get the trailer tongue raised off the hitch ball, or vice versa - especially if
you hitch up and drop If your trailer has sat for a length of time without being used, things may
look alright on the outside to the naked eye. This is the year you got serious about your
trailering set-up. We have been extolling the virtues of our lineup of trailer hitches and hitch
accessories for quite some time now. If you have reviewed our extensive array in our When it
comes to "electricity", m
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any people are either scared silly of it, or run the other way rather than try to learn about it.
Since it is a powerful force, it At CARiD, we understand that owning a boat is about passion. It
involves an appreciation for the vessel itself no matter how large or small, and the satisfaction
that Vacationing by motorhome continues to grow in popularity. Look at the advantages: no
need to rent a hotel room night after night. If you have children, your hotel room Trailer hitches
are not just for pulling trailers. At CARiD, we have seen more than our fair share of customers
who have purchased a receiver hitch even though they do The hitch step came with a slight dip
to right which was bad enough. On further investigation I noticed a very thin metal strip is the
only thing connecting the 2 inch square stock insert to the actual step. With in 6 months the
step begin to bend down and eventually it bend 90 degrees down from 2 inch square support
making it completely useless. Popular Searches.

